Week beginning 23rd March
2020
Maths - Both online and paper tasks set each week

Year 7

Art and Design

7CC - Acids and Alkalis
7JT - Reproduction
7KC - Skeleton and
movement
7NG - Digestion
7WP -C1.3 Chemical
reactions.- physical and
chemical, what chemical
reactant are

7KC, 7JT, 7NG, 7WP Self
portrait project
7CC "How to" drawing tasks Famous Entreprenuers

Topic

Transformations

The Tempest work - on
Google Classroom and
SMHW

Where the student
can find the
resources

Doddle
(Lessons 1 - 3)

SMH
Maths Mastery task and
exercise booklet to be
printed
(4 sessions per week)

7CC - Doddle
7JT - Doddle
Ongoing reading challenge - 7KC - Doddle
on Google Classrom and
7NG - Doddle
SMHW
7WP - Doddle

Where the student
can find the
resources

Topic

Year 9

Science

Revise Algebra and area
(except 7CC)
7CC - Mental Methods

Topic

Year 8

English

Where the student
can find the
resources

Revise fractions, decimals
and percentages

Doddle
(Lessons 1 - 3)

Transformations
SMH
Maths Mastery task and
exercise booklet to be
printed
(4 sessions per week)

Higher (9y1/9y2) Pythagoras' theorem and
trigonometry

Higher (9y1/9y2) Pythagoras' theorem and
trigonometry

Foundation (9y3 and below)
- Angles and quadrilaterals

Foundation (9y3 and below)
- Lines, Angles and Shapes

Doddle
Lessons include
powerpoints, worksheets,
online tests and revision

SMH
Intervention booklet to be
printed and solutions

Romeo and Juliet work

8AG - Metals
8AH - Speed distance time
8CL - Metals
8JP - Adaptations and
Biodiversity
8TH - Metals

8AG - Doddle
8AH - Doddle
Ongoing reading challenge - 8CL - Doddle
on Google Classrom and
8JP - Doddle
SMHW
8TH - Doddle
9Y1 - B1 - movement of
substances, diffusion,
osmosis and active
ttransport.
9Y2 - energy transfer doddle
9Y3 - Energy Transfers
9Y4 - Conduction and
convection, revise for test
on P1-Energy. (Will be sent
next week),
9Z1 - B1 - movement of
substances, diffusion,
osmosis and active
ttransport.
Activities based on 19th
9Z2 - JN: Chromosomes and
century novel. 9y1 and 2 DNA JR: Separation
Jekyll and Hyde, everyone
techniques
else 'A Christmas Carol'
9Z3 - Cells and Diseases
9Y1 -Doddle
9Y2 -Doddle
9Y3 -Doddle
9Y4 - Doddle/ bitesize/
seneca to reviise . Doddle for
work on conduction and
convection
9Z1 - Doddle
Google classroom and
9Z2 - Doddle
SMHW
9Z3 - Doddle

Google classroom/ SHMHK

Business

Citizenship

IT/Comp Sci

Performing Arts/Dance

Film Studies

Please see PE

Food Tech

History

Music

Ecosystems

You must complete your
History enaggement booklet
on Canterbury Cathedral
Local Study Booklet.

Independent research
project on band or artist of
your choice. Resources and
materials in your GOOGLE
CLASSROOM

SMHW: Ecosystems project.

Hard copies given out and
on show my homework

N/A

The wider world

Research project: BRITPOP!
Find out about this important
You must complete your
90s pop music genre.
History enaggement booklet Resources and materials in
on Deal and Walmer Castle your GOOGLE
local Local Study Booklet.
CLASSROOM

N/A

SMHW: Country study
project.

Hard copies given out and
on show my homework

Geographical application and
skills

We are now starting
phiosophy and ethics As an
Research project: BRITPOP! introductioin to the topic we
Find out about this important have set you a Take away
90s pop music genre.
menu of activities. You must
Resources and materials in complete three of these
your GOOGLE
tasks (including one hot or
GCSE vocabulary and
CLASSROOM
extra local
hot taks)
You must complete your History enaggement
booklet on RAF Manston
Local Study Booklet. grammar preparation

N/A

Research a famous
Business person and create
a poster on the famous
products/ideas they have
come up with

N/A

Geography

Health and Social Care

Sociology

Seneca Learning:
Abstraction, Decomposition
and Algorithmic Thinking
8JP, 8AG, 8TH- Self portrait
Project / Whole year project
MFL and Art 8CL self portrait
collage/painting
Dream Job
Research a job you want in
the future - what
qualifications do you need,
skills, attrbitues. What does
8JP, 8AG, 8TH - Google
the job involve - how much
classroom/ SHMHK/ MFL
do you get paid - create a
and Art SHMHK
powerpoint presentation

N/A

Please see PE

N/A

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

Google classroom/ SHMHK

Research a famous
Business person and create
a poster on the famous
products/ideas they have
come up with

N/A

Higher (10y1/10y2) Conditional Probability and
Correlation vs Causation

Topic

Year 10

Where the student
can find the
resources

Topic

Year 11

Where the student
can find the
resources

Topic

Year 12

Where the student
can find the
resources

Topic

Year 13

Where the student
can find the
resources

Higher (10y1/10y2) Probability and Data
Handling

Foundation (10y3 and below) Foundation (10y3 and
- Equations and simultaneus below) - Number and
equations
Algebra

Doddle
Lessons include
powerpoints, worksheets,
online tests and revision

Mock set 4 exam paper
revision

Students were given printed
copies but spares and
markschemes available on
SMH

SMH
Revision Mats to be printed
and solutions

Topic based revision

An Inspector Calls revision
pack

Google classroom and
SMHW

Creating a portfolion of 'Best
Work'
Revision of entire content

1) Piximaths.co.uk revision
mats
2) mathsgenie.co.uk videos,
questions and markschemes
3) Pixl maths app
Google classroom and
Details on SMH for all
SMHW

Review coordinate geometry,
lines and Voronoi diagrams 5.1: Functions

Over 100 quizzes uploaded
to doddle. Also Seneca and
bitesize

Reading widely
- Text book work
- Further reading
Unit 4b - to be completing.

Google classroom

IB Biology - Unit 3.1-3.3
Genetics

GJ - GCSE - Complete NF
Project/ Viewpoint project
start date 31st March SC All
folders have gone home to
complete any outstanding
work, plus 4 new tasks set
for selfportraits. As a backup
the whole y11 homework
book has been sent home.
Compoent 3 revision

DANCE = Solo
Choreographic Task.
PERF ARTS = Contnue with
COMP 1 research journal.
Use videos and KV guidance
to support.

District 9 focus - exam
question will be avalible.
Context based. Students to
continue with their
screenplays for the
coursework component too.

Preparation of revision
resources
Investigation
tasks

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. Warm Up
work sheet via Google
Classroom.

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. Warm Up
work sheet via Google
Classroom.

RS
Global Politics
Task 1 is to complete your
Buddhism Homework Three
tasks in total as on the
homework sheet. (CC only 1
task). This is all on show my
homework. Your second task
is to complete the 2
evaluation essays (CC only
1) Both are on show my
homework

show my homework
Task 1 is to complete your
Islam Homework. Your
leaflet / brochure about Hajj.
This is all on show my
homework. Your second task
if you have completed your
homework is to complete the
empathy booklet

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. Warm Up
work sheet via Google
Classroom.

Location knowledge - links to
all exam papers - skills and
application.

Students to continue with
Unit 2, Assignment 2 Appeal
of UK Destinations
coursework. Work is saved
to the classroom and LPA
has delivered all the teaching
for this. Work includes 3
tables for a city, seaside and
countryside area.
You must complete the
Merit/Distinction - Improving
complete crime and
the appeal of ONE
Year 10 pupils should be
Music Theory: Continue to
punishment exam questions Family & Friends, Sports and destination. Any questions
spending the time revising
learn about theory, harmony which you said you would
Hobbies, My Studies, Life at please email Miss Pasola or
teh Nazi Germany unit using and reading sheet music
find most difficult to answer. School, Education post-16, Mrs Edwards. Details have
the workbooklets and
using the pack in your
You can email me your
House, Town and Shops,
also been added to SMHW
revision guide provided
Google Classroom.
answers and I will mark them Food, Shopping, Eating Out by LPA.

GJ- Google classroom

Complete Art Exam Prep

Google classroom - relevant show my homework , google
class page
classroom

Finish Internal and External
Factors documents.
Component 1 and 2
corrections and
improvements

Seneca Learning: Set tasks;
Comuter Science Revision
Cards & Worksheets given to
ACTING = Watch 'Girls Like
Pps; Google Classroom
That' to add detail to
Activities & Work sheets
influences in notes for Ideas
Complete the exam 1 and
section. MUSICAL
exam 2 workbooks you have
THEATRE = Create notes
been set.
for Ideas section.
Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

GJ- All have exam paper.
The help sheets are on
Google classroom
To carry on as usually,
remotely setting next unit.
Visual arts will be given
specific things to do. They
need to complete 5 slides of
their comparative study and
first 5 slides of process folder
focusing on the drawing
elements.

Given Hard copies /
Google classroom - relevant electronic found on show my
class page
homework

KST - BTEC email/google
classroom & slides

Google classroom - relevant
class page

Past exam paper revision

Studies - Application of
calculus
SL - Area between two
curves

GJ- Unit 5 Portfolio complete prep for
IB Biology - Google
presentation VA ahve 12
classroom presentations and days to complete the artwork Unit 4 and 8 coursework
student note books
for their exhibition
corrections

Google Classroom

Google classroom

Google classroom - relevant
class page

Continue with Independent
Performance Commission.
Complete notes for Proposal.
Watch shows to strengthen
inspiration. Write Proposal
using Brief as guidance.
Google classroom: all videos
shared. Inspiration shows
shared in email.

Google classroom

Component 1 - Rebel without
a Cause and Ferris Bueller's
Day off sections and
Completion of coursework
comparison questions.
via Google docs

Link to shows = in email from
KV. Ideas Section notes to
complete using Google
All resources are on Google
Classroom Ideas doc.
Classroom.

Unit 1 coursework
corrections. Finish Unit 27
Work Experience
Assignment 1.

SMH

GoogleSlides - Google
Classroom

DANCE = Google
Classroom/email link sent
with instructions.
PERF ARTS = Google Drive
document. Google
Resouces on google
classroom videos.
classroom

Google docs/classroom

SMHW - Task booklet
attached.

Component 2 Task 2 and 1
and Component 1 Task 1
Revision for all three papers and 2
Demonstrate care values.
Write a script for your role
play. Perform the role play
and ask for feedback based
on the feedback sheet.
Write your evaluation
incorporating the feedback
given. All instructions in
booklet on Google
classroom. Complete the
Services and Access part of
the coursework. All details in
the Google Classroom. If
you have yet to complete
Within Google docs there are Component 1 (check tracker)
a variety of folders with a
you need to complete that.
variety of materials. Choose Then respond to teacher
which area you wish to
comments on your
concentrate on and use the component 2 work. They will
resources accordingly.
be checked again.

Hard copies given out and
on show my homework

Education

Key Terms. Types of
School. Key studies
evaluate - weakness for
each. Seneca Learning self
assessment

Continue with your revision
and the activites rovided in
the workbooklets you were
given for all 4 units of work

Hard copies given out and
on the google drive
mentoring follder 19/20

Plenty of work here for
several weeks. Also,
continue with your Blogs.

Google classroom

Revise vocabulary using
Quizlet (links on SMHW)
Join Seneca group and
complete Food check
assignment
Revise present, preterite and
near future tense (on SMHW
- use BBC bitesize to help)
Show my homework

To continue with the Muslim
beliefs lessons by using the
hard copies of text book you
were given. Answer all the
questions on the text book
sheets and complete the
ALL GCSE VOCABULARY
tasks on the PPs.
TOPICS

Hard copies and show my
homework

Revise vocabulary for all
GCSE topics using Quizlet
(links on SMHW)
Revise grammar and verb
tenses using BBC Bitesize
Practise Listening, Reading
and Writing using Seneca
classroom, revision guides,
Exampro links (on SMHW)
Revise speaking questions
using booklets (will be
emailed)

IAs to be completed. use
google docs and email Mr
Underwood where updates
have been made

Food and eating out,
Grammar revision (present,
preterite, future, conditional)
[Japanese and French Core:
Duolingo language learning]

Google docs

SMHW, Google Classroom,
Quizlet, Seneca, BBC
bitesize [Japanese and
French Core: Duolingo
language learning app]

Continue with your revision
for the IB course content

Grammar revision - all
Grammar

SMHW, Seneca, Google
Classroom

Work through
homework project
booklet for the next
two weeks

Create an isolation
video diary over the
course of several
weeks.

Complete GCSE general
vocabulary booklet (on
SMHW - use Quizlet links to
help)
Revise present, preterite and
near future tense and
produce grammar guide (on
SMHW - use BBC bitesize to
help)

show my homework

PPS

Students should
have the booklets
with them but it's
also on SMHW and
google classroom
Create a 30 second
a day video diary of
life during a
pandemic. If you
don't have
resources to record
something then
document this
through a piece of
art work/a poem/a
song/a written
journal or another
Information on
form of your choice.
SMHW and google
classroom

Show my homework

SMHW: Mastering the
foundations for GCSE

Show my homework

PE

Home fitness challenges
theoretical and physical
tasks set via SMHM to all
teaching groups. GCSE PE
Tasks set via school email.
Seneca and Everlearner.
The Skeletal system.
OCR Sport Studies - Video
analysis of badminton
performance.

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

SMH

Google Classroom
Use revision village for
support

Rights and Responsibilities follow work set on SMHW
and Google Classroom. This
includes page 4 of the
workbook, there is a work
sheet that has been shared
with you. Also the Jury 8
Mark question homework
must be submitted. There
will be a keyword test after
Easter, start revising these
key terms.

T+T

Physical Descriptions, House
and Town
Revise vocabulary using
Quizlet (links on SMHW and
Google Classroom)
Complete revision
worksheets (on SMHW and
Google Classroom)
Complete assignments set
on Seneca as relevant

Seneca Learning:
Abstraction, Decomposition
and Algorithmic Thinking

9BCG - Self portrait Project/
9RBR 9JH 9AM 9RD Colour
Landscape Photography
option students have had a
homework sent home as well Famous Entreprenuers

MFL

Greetings, Personal
Information, Family, Pets,
Opinions, Connectives
Quantifiers (FR and SP)
Sports and Hobbies (SP
only)
Revise Vocabulary using
Quizlet (links on SMHW and
Google Classroom)
Complete revision
worksheets (on SMHW and
Google Classroom SP only)
Complete assignments set
on Seneca (FR only)

Google Classroom - Seneca
Website Link

Seneca Learning: Set tasks

10Y1 - B3 Diseases and
Defences
10Y2 - B4 Bioenergetics
10Y3 - C4 - Chemical
changes
10Y4 - C5 - Energy changes
10Y5 - C4- Acids and Alkalis
10Z1 - C4 - Acids and
alkalis- what are they. pH
and testing.
10Z2 10Y1 - Doddle ppt and
quizzes
10Y2 - Set videos and links
on SMH and work on Doddle
10Y3 - Doddle - including
powerpoints, activities and
quizzes.
10Y4 - Doddle worksheets
and quizes
10Y5 - Doddle ppt and
quizes
10Z1 - Doddle ppt and
quizzes
10Z2 - Doddle ppt and
quizzes

Philosophy and Ethics

Google Classroom
Continue working on Unit 3
Assignment 2 Customer
Service for 3 different visitor
types for 3 T&T
organisations. All work and
resources are uploaded on
the classroom. Any
questions email Mrs
Edwards.

School email access to
Seneca and Everlearner.
OCR Sport Studies Google Classroom for task.
Pupils complete on their
Badminton Slides
presentation.

Google classroom

Tasks set via school email.
Everlearner

Using the revision
materials on the
shared area and
given to you by
CW revise your IB
course content in
preparation for
your exam

